
42nd PARMA Conference and Annual Membership Meeting
February 23 through 26, 2016

Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Indian Wells, CA

PARMAWOOD

Registration and Session Information



How to Register:

Online registration only.  Please take a few moments to read this brochure and choose your sessions.  Go to
www.PARMA.com to register online.   Payment by check and credit card accepted.  If paying by check, please mail a copy 
of your confirmation with your check to PARMA - One Capitol Mall, Suite 800, Sacramento, CA 95814.

Attendee Pricing for PARMA Members      
     
      Before  After
      12/21/2015 12/21/2015    
First Public Agency PARMA Member  $350  $450          
Additional Public Agency PARMA Member(s) $320  $420               

First Associate PARMA Member   $800  $900                            

Spouse/Family Member    $350  $350 

Attendee Pricing for Non PARMA Members 

    Before 12/21/2015 After 12/21/2015
Public Agency Employee* $500   $600
Associate Employee  $1000   $1100

*Registration includes a one-year, non-refundable membership to PARMA for Public 
Agency Employees only.  Only one person from each entity needs to register at the 
non-member rate if your entity is not a member.  All others from the same entity 
can use the additional member pricing stated above for additional public agency 
PARMA members.

Additional Exhibitor/Sponsor Attendees (after allotted comps):  $425

Prices increase by an additional $100 for all on site registrations.

Refund Policy

Requests for refunds must be received in writing.  Cancellations postmarked on or before December 28, 2015, will receive a full refund.  
Membership dues will not be refunded if registering as a non-member.  Cancellations postmarked after December 28th will be subject 
to a $100 service charge.  No reimbursement will be given after January 15, 2016 but substitutions will be accepted.  Please allow 60 
days after the close of the conference for refund processing.   
No refunds on golf fees or membership dues.

If PARMA must cancel this conference for any reason, liability is limited to the registration fees paid only.  PARMA is not responsible for 
any other expenses incurred, including travel and accommodation fees.

Special Needs
If for any reason, you require assistance or 
special accommodations, please indicate 
so on the online registration form.  PARMA 
conference management will contact you to 
ensure proper accommodations are made. 

When registering online please check the 
appropriate box to indicate the requirement 
of special needs meals.  

PARMA Identity Statement
PARMA is a professional community of 
California public agency personnel with 
responsibility for risk management, and 
a network of risk management service 
providers.

parma mission statement
PARMA is dedicated to providing relevant, 
career-long educational opportunities, 
information on the latest risk management 
trends and best practices, and the resources 
public entities need to manage a broad 
spectrum of risk in an ever-changing 
environment.

Hotel reservations

Upon completion of your registration you will receive a confirmation email with details on reserving a hotel room.  Please, do 
not call PARMA about hotel reservatons until you have received it. Room cut off is January 29 or when room block is filled.
Rates are as follows:
Renaissance Indian Wells Resort: $219.00 Single/Double Occupancy plus taxes.  
    Optional resort fee is $5.00 per day which includes free parking and internet access.

Hyatt Regency Indian Wells: $224 Single/Double Occupency plust taxes.  No resort fee.

Indian Wells Resort Hotel: $109 plus tax. Resort fee: $28.00 per night.

Cancellation Policy: 14 Days Prior to Arrival. PARMA requires  a One Night Non-Refundable deposit.



Hooray for PARMAWOOD! 
Step Back in Time While Learning About the Future of Risk Management 

Registration is open for the 2016 PARMA Conference and Membership Meeting to be held in Palm Springs - February 23 - 26, 2016. 
Enjoy a little bit of Old Hollywood along with your education.  In addition to our powerful line up of sessions, we are offering CE credits 
as well as MCLE credits. Lights! Camera! Education! 

Keynote Session: Cheryl Cran
We are in a war for talent - finding and keeping good people in our 
industry is an ongoing challenge. 
Today’s keynote speaker Cheryl Cran is a future of work and change 
leadership expert who has worked with hundreds of clients in dozens 
of countries and thousands of audiences worldwide. Her research on 
generations, the future workplace and leading change has provided real 
insights and solutions for her many clients. 
A key factor of success in risk management is being able to attract and 
keep good people. In this keynote Cheryl will provide a look into the 
future while providing provocative ideas on how we can creatively 
manage the war for talent. 
Cheryl’s style is direct, fun and practical - she is the author of 6 
books including her newest, The Art of Change Leadership - Driving 
Transformation In a Fast Paced World and her best selling, “101 Ways to 
Make Generations X, Y and Zoomers Happy at Work” 
Here to help us win the war for talent and find and keep good people is 
Cheryl Cran. 

Cheryl  is honored to work with and 
for global brands such as AT&T, Kaiser 
Permanente, Gartner, TEDX, Bell, Mass 
Mutual, Manulife, and more. She also works 
with small to midsized firms including 
professional practices, tech firms and more.
Cheryl Cran provides leaders and teams (r)
evolutionary change management skills to 
lead with 2020 vision with the leading edge 
tools to build the future workplace today.
Cheryl’s research into the future of 
work, change management, technology 
innovation and generations impact provides 
data and strategies to inspire leaders to 
drive transformation in a fast paced world 
and to create the future workplace TODAY!
As an award winning internationally 

renowned consultant and keynote speaker for twenty years, Cheryl 
has worked with hundreds of industries, in dozens of countries and 
with thousands of audiences worldwide working with leaders sharing 
insights to more effectively lead in these rapid times of fast paced 
change, increase innovation capabilities, build enhanced agility for 
individuals and to ultimately inspire organizations to be adaptive and 
iconic leaders in their industries.
In her 20’s Cheryl was a high performing senior leader in the banking and 
insurance industries. Her fast rise to success in those industries resulted 
in her interest in helping others rise to success and she left to pursue an 
opportunity of interning for a major consulting firm before establishing 

her own consulting firm in the late nineties. Fast forward and today 
Cheryl has a since developed a thriving practice and esteemed global 
clients who have achieved breakthrough success as a result of working 
with her.
Cheryl Cran is the author of six books including the newest, “The Art 
of Change Leadership – Driving Transformation In a Fast Paced World” 
(Wiley) 2015
Her best selling, “101 Ways to Make Generations X, Y and Zoomers Happy 
at Work” is a global success. It has been translated into several languages 
and has been the guide for training programs that are currently licensed 
by partners in over 60 countries.
Cheryl has been awarded the Global Consultant of the Year in 2014 by 
TMI Global and is the Past President of the Global Speakers Federation. I
A highly regarded American speakers bureau named Cheryl Cran as one 
of the top female speakers in North America.

Closing Session
Andy Isolano

From the FDNY on 9/11 to Now: One Man's Journey 
of Learning How Risk Management Affects Us All

A firefighter in the Fire Department, City of New York (FDNY), Andy
Isolano arrived at Ground Zero soon after the twin towers collapsed.  The
events of 9/11 set in motion an unsurpassed response of local emergency 
and rescue personnel for the rescue and recovery efforts that followed.  
Despite the devastating loss of 343 of their own, including Chief Peter 
Ganci, the FDNY persevered.  Andy will share his story of that harrowing 
experience and how proper training and preparation played a huge role 
in how the FDNY responded to one of the largest rescue and recovery 
efforts in the history of the Department.

My name is Andy Isolano, I was born in Brooklyn NY and grew up on 
Long Island and have a sister and a brother. In 1992 I became a New 
York City Firefighter and went to work in Ladder 108 in Williamsburg 
Brooklyn. I drove the truck for most of my career. I have 2 sons, Andrew 
and Christopher, 23 and 19 respectively. I also have two step children 
Courtney and Trent, 21 and 14 with my current wife Michelle. I moved 
to Clovis California in 2004 to start a new life and currently Live in 
Madera Ranchos with my wife of six years. I currently work for Clovis Fire 
Department as a fire Prevention Officer.
 
My story can directly relate to the risk management world this way, On 
9-11 when the towers came down all of our direct supervisors, Chiefs 
etc.. were killed. Due to proper training and preparation we were able to 
continue on and successfully carry out the largest rescue and recovery 
effort in the history of the department. We knew what to do because 
they prepared us for anything.

Golf Tournament

 Tuesday, February 23, 2016, Indian Wells Golf 
Resort

Place:  Indian Wells Golf Resort, Celebbrity Course
Time: 8am shot gun
Cost: $150 per person or $600 per foursome
Registration: www.PARMA.com
Contact: John Ruiz
  john@claimseducation.com
  951-830-8825



Tuesday, Feburary 23, 2016

8:00 am-
2:00 pm

2016 PARMA Annual Golf Tournament at Indian Wells Golf Resort (separate fee)

1:00 pm-
6:00 pm

Registration Desk Open/Exhibitor Set-up

6:00 pm - 
7:30 pm

Exhibit Hall Open for Casual Meet & Greet

Wednesday, February 24, 2016

6: 30 am - 
7:15 am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal  (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

7:00 am -
8:00 am

Exhibit Hall Continental Breakfast

8:00 am -
9 :30 am

A1 Green Beans and Safety Dreams A2 CalPERS Update/Survive a CalPERS 
Audit - CE Credit

A4  The Ins and Outs of Employee 
Travel - CE Credit

A5  Claims Adjustor and Defense 
Attorney: A Dynamic Duo

A6  Everyone Lies

9:30 am - 
10:30 am

Dedicated Exhibit Time

10:30 am - 
11:30 am

Keynote Session:  Chery Cran, CSP - We Are In a War for Talent - Finding and Keeping Good People in our Industry is an 
Ongoing Challenge. 

11:30 am - 
Noon

Dedicated Exhibit Time

Noon - 
12:45 pm

Membership Meeting & Sponsor Appreciation Lunch

12:45 pm - 
1:30 pm

Exhibit Time & Dessert in the Exhibit Hall

1:30 pm - 
3:15 pm 

B1  Work Comp Bingo - Workers' 
Compensation & Legal Update

B2  A Mock Deposition B3  Walking the Tightrope: Workers' 
Compensation and Disability 
Compensation - CE/MCLE Credit

B4  Risk Transfer & Coverage 
Verification Update - Part 11- CE 
Credit

B5  Facebook vs. First Amendment 
CE/MCLE Credit

B6  Making a Case for Safety: 
Communication with Management

3:15 pm - 
3:45 pm

Break and Exhibit Time

3:45 pm-
5:00 pm

C1  Dealing with Conflict and 
Confrontation

C2  Delving into the Root Cause of 
the Workers’ Compensation Claim - 
CE/MCLE Credit

C3  Alternative Dispute Resolution for 
Workers' Compensation - CE/MCLE 
Credit

C4  Risk Transfer & Coverage 
Verification Update - Part 2 - CE Credit

C5  Making Sausage Out of the 
Undesirable Things a.k.a. Making the 
Most out of a Bad Case

C6  When Does Force By Police 
Become Excessive 

6:00 pm - 
7:30 pm

Welcome Reception: GLO Landing

42nd Annual Risk Managers Conference and Exhibition 
February 23 - 26, 2016 

Renaissance Indian Wells Resort
Conference at a Glance

 Leadership Safety  Insurance Liability  Risk Management Workers’
Compensation

Sessions are color-coded by their educational focus.

A3 Attorney’s Fees in actions against 
Public Entities  CE/MCLE Credit



Thursday, February 25, 2016

6: 30am - 
7:15am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

7:30am-
8:30am

Breakfast with tables for all Chapters. Come and meet your Chapter Members!

7:30 am - 
9:00 am

Exhibit Hall Open

9:00 am  - 
10:00 am

D1  Analyzing the Danger of Your Efforts 
to Correct Liablity Risks and Dangerous 
Conditions  CE/MCLE Credit

D2  Following the Playbook: Strategies 
for Dealing with the Homeless

D3  Look  Into My Crystal Ball and See 
the Future of Workers' Compensation

D4  Safety Certificate Program - Office 
Ergonomics, Part 1

D5 "Virtual Liabilities" : Cyber Liability 
- CE/MCLE Credit

D6  A Tale of Twin Rivers:  A Risk 
Reduction Case Study in Decreasing 
Bullying

10:00 am - 
10:30 am

Break and Exhibit Time

10:30 am - 
Noon

E1 Bridging the Gap: Public Perception E2  Choose Your Own Work Comp 
Adventure - CE Credit

E3 Ways to Settle Injury Claims Early - 
CE/MCLE Credit

E4  Safety Certificate Program - Office 
Ergonomics, Part 2

E5  Staying Ahead of the Pain: 
Preventative Strategies in Police 
Health & Wellness

E6 OCIP Revolution

Noon - 
1:30 pm

Lunch and Exhibit Hall

1:30 pm - 
3:00 pm

F1  Laying a Foundation for a WC Drug 
Formulary

F2  Body Worn Cameras: Everything 
You Need to Know  - CE Credit

F3  Risk Mgr as Collaborator:  Bldg. 
Relationships Within Your Agency, I

F4  Challenging Damages in High 
Exposure Cases -  CE/MCLE Credit

F5  Trendy Diets - Do They Really 
Work?

F6 JPA or Insurance - What's the 
Difference? - CE Credit

3:00 pm-
3:45 pm

Break and Exhibit Time

3:45 pm -
5:00 pm

G1  Dispute or Not to Dispute: 
Discussion of the Current State of CA 
Peace Officer

G2  How to Spread the Peanut Butter G3 F3  Risk Mgr as Collaborator:  Bldg. 
Productive Relationships Within Your 
Agency,  Part 2

G4  Droning On - (Unmanned Aerial 
Systems) - CE Credit

G5 Social Media - How to Use it to 
Your Advantage in Litigation - CE 
Credit

G6 Things That Go Bump in the Night, 
on Streets, In Storm Drains and Other 
Dark & Scary Places - CE Credit

6:00 pm-
11:00 pm

PARMA Annual Banquet

Friday, February 26, 2016

6:30 am - 
7:15 am

Morning Walk with Jack Blyskal (PARMA T-shirt for all walkers)

8:00 am-
9:00 am

Breakfast

9:00 am-
10:15 am

H1 A New Paradigm of Worksite 
Wellness by Embracing a Healthy 
Culture

H2 Setting the Standard in the Cyber 
Maelstrom: The Cyber Challenge for 
Public Agencies

H3 Understanding PTSD Recovery in 
the WC System

H4 Wedge Extraction - The New 
Leadership Paradigm

H5 How to Effectively Manage the 
Permanent Total Disability Claim

10:15 am - 
10:30 am

Morning Break

10:30 am - 
11:30 am

Closing Session:  Andy Isolano, Fire Prevention Officer, Clovis Fire Department
From the NYFD on 9/11 to Now: One Man's Journey of Learning How Risk Management Affects Us All
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February 23-26, 2016

Title: A1 Green Beans & Safety Dreams
Focus: Liability
Level: Beginner

Session Summary:
Over the next few years, the millennial generation will become the 
largest group in the workforce.  Long noted as a group that needs regular 
and constant feedback, this session will focus on learning how to use 
their need for feedback to effectively shape their behavior and attitude 
about safety.   Session will cover behavior change systems that have 
produced tremendous gains in performance and profits at America’s top 
companies, including Disney, Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, General Motors, 
and DuPont.  1. Learn how behavior and activities shape an organization’s 
culture.  2. How to use feedback and positive reinforcement to attain the 
desired safety results.  3. The importance of ‘confirming an employee’s 
worth’ in order to sustain behavior change in your safety culture.

Presented By:
Kathy Espinoza, Ergonomist, Keenan

Title: A2 CalPERS Update/How to Prepare for and Survive a 
CalPERS Audit
Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest
CE Credit

Session Summary:
CalPERS update, possible session topics are pension beliefs, risk mitigation 
strategies. A PowerPoint presentation may be included.  By the end of 
this session, participants will have an understanding of CalPERS position 
on important topics that affect the system.

Presented By:
Renee Ostrander, Division Chief, Employer Account Manager 
Division, CalPERS
Steven Berliner, Attorney, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore
Michael Yourll, Attorney, Liebert Cassidy Whitmore

Title: A3 Attorney’s Fees in actions against Public Entities: 
Strategies to Defeat Plaintiffs’ Fee Claims and Recover Your Own
Focus: Liability
 Level: Intermediate 
CE/MCLE Credit

Session Summary:
This presentation will focus on equipping attendees with the information 
and strategies to effectively reduce exposure to paying an adversary’s 
attorney fees.  The impact of statutory attorney fee provisions on 
settlement negotiations and litigation tactics will be analyzed.  Careful 
consideration will also be given to how public agencies can enhance 
their ability to recover attorney fees from their adversaries.  By the end of 
this session, participants will be able to: Understand the grounds under 
which attorney fees may be recovered against a public agency, employ 
strategies to reduce or eliminate risk of paying an adversary’s attorney 
fees, know how to effectively use Federal Rule 68 and California Code 
of Civil Procedure Section 998 Offers of Compromise and understand 
grounds for and strategies relating to recovering attorney fees from your 
adversaries.

Presented By:
Daniel Roberts, Attorney, Cota Cole LLP
Sean DeBurgh, Attorney, Cota Cole LLP

Title: A4 The Ins and Outs of Employee Travel
Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate
CE Credit

Session Summary:
This session will provide an overview of when employers must pay for 
employee travel time.   While the general rule for when employers are 
required to pay employees for time spent traveling seems easy enough 
(commute time to and from work is not compensable, while travel 
time during the workday is compensable) there are many nuances and 
exceptions to this general rule.   This session will address the variances 
and emerging California law to ensure that your government entity is 
properly compensating employees for hours worked.

Presented By:

Richard McAbee, AVP/Director of Business Development, Carl 
Warren & Company
Joshua Bordin-Wosk, Partner, Bremer Whyte Brown & O'Meara LLP

Title: A5 Claims Adjustor and Defense attorney: A Dynamic 
Duo
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
The session will be conducted using examples, handouts, and Q&A. 
I have provided multiple hour long training sessions for adjusters and 
other DA. My approach is to provide basic and complex information in 
an easy to digest and fun manner while providing an open environment 
for all questions.  By the end of this session, the participant will be able 
to:  Work as a team with DA to defend and process claims. Understand 
what is needed for your attorney to be successful at the board and be 
successful when dealing with an AA or Pro Per. Communicate effectively 
with counsel to try and avoid the hearing day rush and pre-trial jitters. 
make sure you and your counsel are on the same page every step if the 
way.

Presented By:
Elizabeth Barravecchia, Attorney, Hanna Brophy, LLP
Matthew Barravecchia, Attorney, Hanna Brophy, LLP
Matt  Gutierrez, Attorney, Hanna Brophy, LLP

Title: A6 Everyone Lies
Focus: Risk Management
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
It is a reality – everyone lies.  This session will enhance your skills at 
detecting deceit and is critical for risk managers, human resources, claim 
professionals, managers, defense attorneys, and anyone who relies on 
accurate and truthful communication to make appropriate decisions.  Be 
entertained by this energetic, multi-media presentation while improving 
your ability to identify people who are evading, lying, deceiving or 
committing fraud.  Heighten your detection of visual indicators including 
facial cues, emotional expressions, gestures and body language.  Gain 
insight into verbal indicators including context, content, tone and 
reactions.  We will review lying’s physiological reactions and analyze clips 
of famous liars to test and improve your detection abilities. Leverage your 
skills at detecting deceit to successfully hire, award on!

Presented By:
Dalene Bartholomew, Vice President, Probe Information Services, 
Inc.
Ted E. Richards, Attorney, Grancell, Stander, Reubens, Thomsas and 
Kinsey

Wednesday, February 24, 2016
8:00am - 9:30 am
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Title: B1 Workers’ Comp Bingo - Workers’ Compensation 
Legal Update
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
 16th Annual presentation of the widely popular Workers’ Compensation 
Bingo program presented by the Hanna Brophy Law Firm.   This program 
continues in popularity because it presents actual cases in a fun and 
interesting way, and provides a legal update of the most significant 
workers’ compensation cases decided since Parma 2015.By the end 
of this session, participants will have a good understanding of the 
significant new workers’ compensation cases and laws, with practical 
application from reviewing actual case facts, and applying relevant 
workers’ compensation law.

Presented By:
Greg Stanfield, Office Managing Partner, Hanna Brophy, LLP
Keith Epstein, Partner, Hanna Brophy, LLP

Title: B2 A Mock Deposition
Focus: Liability
Level: Beginner

Session Summary:
During this interactive session, participants will be walked through 
a per-deposition meeting, learning about the deposition process 
and strategies for giving a deposition. Participants will then watch a 
deposition take place, and be able to analyze the witness and attorney in 
order to get a first hand look at this critical process. Participants will then 
be able to better understand the process, whether they are ever subject 
to a deposition or if someone they oversee or supervise is. By the end 
of this session, participants will learn what a deposition is; understand 
how depositions work; learn the ins and outs of deposition strategies; 
and watch a deposition take place and then analyze the deponent based 
on the ins and outs taught.

Presented By:
Michael Wroniak, Attorney, Collins Collins Muir & Stewart LLP
Christie Swiss, Attorney, Collins Collins Muir & Stewart LLP

Title: B3 Walking the Tightrope: Workers Comp and 
Disability Accommodation
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: Intermediate
CE/MCLE Credit

Session Summary:
This session - led by an experienced employment lawyer, former Human
Resource Director, and workers' compensation defense attorney - 
will cover the interaction of workers' compensation and disability 
accommodation including: the impact of "permanent and stationery" 
and "permanent" disability ratings, doctors' notes that conflict with QME/
AME reports, transitional work assignments, light duty, "4850" leave, 
the interactive process, when to order a Fitness for Duty examination, 
and much more. Presenters will include workers compensation and 
employment law attorneys, and an employer/administrator with first-
hand success.

Presented By:
Anthony Carlton, Executive Director, Gallagher Public Sector
Marc Leibowitz, Attorney, Laughlin, Falbo, Levi & Morisi
Robert Cutbirth, Employment Law Attorney, Tucker Ellis LLP

Title: B4 Risk Transfer & Coverage Verification Update (Pt1)
Focus: Insurance
Level: Advanced
CE Credit

Session Summary:
There have been a number of important recent trends and changes 
that significantly impact the effective transfer of risk and verification for 
Public Entities from their Vendor/Contractors.  This session will examine 
those changes and discuss the following:The two principal methods 
of transferring risk (but 3 things you need to do) Insurance coverages 
required for effective transfer, Changes in the Insurance market that 
endanger your coverage, Understand the impact of the new Additional 
Insured Endorsements, Why less than explicit Contract, requirements will 
cost you coverage, Identify & understand the risks posed by “Restricted 
Coverage Policies”, Recognize Insurance Endorsements that restrict or 
exclude coverage, Update & Integrate key Contract terms & conditions 
to trigger coverage, How to verify Insurance coverage compliance for: 
Contractual Liability coverage, Additional Insured coverages. 
Presented By:

Robert Marshburn, Risk Management Consultant, Educator, & 
Expert Witness, R J Marshburn & Associates

Title: B5 Facebook v. First Amendment 
Focus: Leadership
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
In this session, we will delve into the impact of the First Amendment on 
both a public agency’s presence on social media and a public employee’s 
personal use of social media. By the end of this session, participants will 
be able to • Understand the basic legal framework under which social 
media First Amendment will be analyzed;• Appreciate the role that the 
First Amendment plays in establishing and maintaining a presence on 
social media, and how a public agency can best protect itself from legal 
challenges, while making effective use of social media; • Identify the 
protections that will be afforded to public employees when speaking 
on social media; • Appreciate the role that the First Amendment plays in 
disciplining public employees for social media activity, and best practices 
for establishing employee conduct standards; and • Understand the latest 
legal developments addressing social media and the First Amendment.

Presented By:
Kelly Trainer, Partner,  Burke, Williams, & Sorensen, LLP
Traci Park, Partner,  Burke, Williams, & Sorensen, LLP

Title: B6 Making a Case for Safety: Communicating 
Effectively with Executive Management
Focus: Safety
Level: Beginner

Session Summary:
Making a case for safety can be difficult when using the wrong approach. 
This session is designed to provide attendees with the skills they need to 
obtain buy-in from executive leaders. The session will also incorporate 
audience participation in an effort to increase engagement. By the end of 
this session, participants will be able to - Perform triage on safety issues 
within an organization, - Develop a plan of action - Identify the language 
of decision makers, - Craft an organized executive summary, - Make a 
compelling case for safety improvements to leadership.

Presented By:
Charles Williams, Loss Prevention Manager, CSAC EIA
Travis Clemmer, Senior Loss Prevention Specialist, CSAC EIA

Wednesday, February 24, 2016
1:30 pm - 3:15 pm
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Title: C1 Dealing with Conflict and Confrontation
Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
"Interpersonal Communication Skills” is a discussion-based training 
seminar that begins with techniques to minimize conflict and build 
collaboration. Learn how to become a good listener, negotiator, and 
trusted communicator. This valuable workshop will help develop 
collaborative workplaces by opening good communication between staff. 
Customer loyalty will climb as owners and directors learn how to present 
their messages effectively. By the end of this session, participants will be 
able to  become a good listener, negotiator, and trusted communicator.

Presented By:
Michael Taylor, Recreation and Facilities Director, Risk Manager, City 
of Saratoga

Title: C2 Delving into the Root Cause of the Workers’ 
Compensation Claim
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: General Interest
CE Credit

Session Summary:
As frequency and severity of Workers’ Compensation claims increase, so 
does the need to understand why the claim occurred. During this session, 
we will discuss an innovative approach to loss control through root 
cause analysis. Identifying the root cause of the workers’ compensation 
claims leads to a better approach with loss control measures, increased 
accountability and improved enactment of safety protocols and 
policies. Please join us as we look at the implementation of a root cause 
program, the initiatives and goals of the program, data gathered and 
lessons learned as we focus our attention on preventing the workers’ 
compensation injury from even occurring.

Presented By:
DeAnn Wagner, York
Jeff Rush, CJPIA
Norman Lefman, CJPIA

Title: C3 Alternative Dispute Resolution For Workers’ 
Compensation
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: Intermediate
CE/MCLE Credit

Session Summary:
The program will consist of explaining the background of ADR in 
workers’ compensation and further how to develop a program that will 
expeditiously resolve disputes in workers’ compensation. The goal is to 
shorten the time in resolving disputes thereby creating an opportunity 
for savings. By the end of this session, participants will be able to explore 
and develop an alternative dispute resolution program through a labor 
agreement for resolving workers’ compensation disputes.

Presented By:
John Ferrone, Attorney, Adams, Ferrone & Ferrone
Lynn Cavalcanti, Sr. Vice President Operations, Acclamation 
Insurance Management Services
David Ungar, Office of the County Counsel, Kern County

Title: C4 Risk Transfer & Coverage Verification Update (Pt2)
Focus: Insurance
Level: Advanced
CE Credit

Session Summary:
Part 2:  There have been a number of important recent trends and 
changes that significantly impact the effective transfer of risk and 
verification for Public Entities from their Vendor/Contractors.  This session 
will discuss the following:The two principal methods of transferring risk 
(but 3 things you need to do) Insurance coverages required for effective 
transfer, Changes in the Insurance market that endanger your coverage, 
Understand the impact of the new Additional Insured Endorsements, 
Why less than explicit Contract requirements will cost you coverage, 
Identify & understand the risks posed by “Restricted Coverage Policies”, 
Recognize Insurance Endorsements that restrict or exclude coverage, 
Update & Integrate key Contract terms & conditions to trigger coverage, 
How to verify Insurance coverage compliance for: Contractual Liability 
coverage, Additional Insured coverages. 

Presented By:
Robert Marshburn, Risk Management Consultant, Educator, & 
Expert Witness, R J Marshburn & Associates

Title: C5 Making Sausage Out of the Undesirable Things 
a.k.a Making the Best out of a Bad Case
Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
The session will include the input from defense counsel and risk 
management.  The content will focus on cases fraught with significant 
potential liability and/or damages exposure and will include a variety of 
case types.   The discussion will cover the following: 1) The importance 
of early recognition of claims or lawsuits posing significant liability and/
or damages exposure; (2) Developing strategies for effective litigation 
management including effectuating the positive and managing the 
negative; (3) Effective communication with all stakeholders regarding 
the risks of the subject lawsuit; and (4) Early use of litigation tools to 
effectuate best outcome including focus groups, jury behavior research, 
and early mediation.

Presented By:
Patrick Stockalper, Partner, Reback, McAndrews, Kjar, Warford & 
Stockalper
Zachary Gifford, Associate Director, Systemwide Risk Management, 
CSU - California State University, Chancellors' Office

Title: C6 Making a Case for Safety: Communicating Effectively 
with Executive Management
Focus: Safety
Level: Advanced

Session Summary:
The news media is filled with stories of law enforcement using “excessive” 
force.  The Michael Brown case in Ferguson, Missouri, focused national 
attention on police shootings and spawned discussions on body worn 
camera use and open records requests.  The Eric Garner incident in New 
York City revived decades-old questions about the effectiveness and 
safety of neck restraints.   Are these examples of “excessive” force?  What 
role do risk managers play in this discussion? At the end of this session, 
participants will learn more about the trends in litigation today regarding 
use of force issues.  

Presented By:
Ken Wallentine, Lexipo

Wednesday, February 24, 2016
3:45 pm - 5:00 pm
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Title: D1 No Reward for the Good Guy: Analyzing the 
Danger of Your Efforts to Correct Liability Risks and Dangerous 
Conditions
Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
Participants will understand the subsequent remedial measure rules in 
state and federal law.  Participants will understand that they have to be 
careful in how they go about fixing dangerous conditions and risks of 
liability in the tort, civil rights and employment context, after a claim 
or incident has occurred.  Participants will understand that there are 
laws that exclude from evidence and subsequent lawsuits the fact that 
these corrections have been made, but there are several exceptions to 
the exclusions.  Participants will understand that there are many ways 
that claimants and plaintiff’s attorneys can use these corrections against 
the public entity who makes the correction, in order to attempt to prove 
liability.  Participants will be taught the exclusions, and will be able to 
correct and fix dangerous conditions and liability risks in the future 
while best protecting against those corrections and fixes from being 
used against them in future liability cases. By the end of this session, 
participants will be able to understand all of the above

Presented By:
Anthony DeMaria, Practice Group Chair, Denver Partner, 
McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & Carruth LLP

Title: D2 Following the Playbook: Strategies for Dealing 
with the Homeless
Focus: Risk Management
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
Homelessness poses a challenge for nearly every public municipality and 
agency, and it often carries with it safety, health, and resource challenges 
that force cities to take action.  But what type of action, and what are the 
risk exposures when a city does take action?   This session will explore 
these topics and provide practical and effective tips in dealing with 
this issue. Use of City Ordinances --Liability defense strategies --Risk 
Management best practices.

Presented By:
Roy Angel, Risk Manager , City of Fresno

Title: D3 Look Into My Crystal Ball and See the Future of 
Workers' Compensation
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
Public agencies are confronted with an aging workforce, increasing 
obesity trends, pharmaceutical abuse, rising medical costs, adverse 
legislation and the Affordable Care Act.  This session will provide insight 
into a Total Worker Health model to create a healthier workforce with 
increased productivity all while reducing your Workers' Compensation 
and healthcare costs. By the end of this session, participants will be able 
to learn how wellness and workers' compensation can complement one 
another to create a healthier and more productive workforce.

Presented By:
John  Stephens, Sr. VP, P&C Public Agency Practice Leader , Keenan 
& Associates

Title: D4 Safety Certificate Program-Office Ergonomics (Pt1)
Focus: Safety
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
Two Part Session.  The first part is a highly interactive ergonomic 
workshop where you will learn practical office ergonomics and how they 
apply to your life and your workstation.  You will learn the why’s and 
how’s of how to set up any workstation in the world for your body!  Part 2 
provides instruction on how to conduct ergo evals for others and how to 
lead employees to realizations about their causes of pain and discomfort 
along with practical solutions.  As a qualified FIT Ergonomic Evaluator you 
will be able to assess workstations, detect non-optimal causative factors, 
and recommend and implement ergonomic solutions.  The answer to 
repetitive stress related pain and discomfort is not always expensive new 
furniture.  You will learn how to help employees in pain and know how 
to do it with minimal expense.  Session is for Public Entity members only.  
Vendors are prohibited.

Presented By:
Dennis Downing, President/Founder, Future Industrial 
Technologies

Title: D5 “Virtual Liabilities”: Cyber Liability And Risk 
Management For Cyber-Related Losses And Claims
Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate
CE/MCLE Credit

Session Summary:
This session will address current and emerging issues involving risk 
management and liability coverage for public entities in relation to 
computer-based “cyber” related claims, including coverage issues 
for such claims under standardized insurance liability policies, 
memorandum of coverages and new ISO cyber policy endorsements.  
In addition to discussion of the pertinent issues, the panel will discuss 
real world examples of useful risk management practices that have been 
implemented by public entities in relation to such risks.

Presented By:
Lejf Knutson, Partner, McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & 
Carruth LLP
James Wagoner, Partner, McCormick, Barstow, Sheppard, Wayte & 
Carruth, LLP

Title: D6 A Tale of Twin Rivers: A Risk Reduction Case Study 
in Decreasing Bullying, Cyber Bullying, and Harassment
Focus: Risk Management
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
Bullying, cyber-bullying, harassment, and physical and emotional 
violence are some of the most troubling, time-consuming and expensive 
issues for schools, districts and their carriers. The “bully virus” negatively 
impacts academic achievement, attendance and student’s sense of safety, 
as well as, contributes to increased liability exposure and worker’s comp 
claims.  This presentation will demonstrate the “how-to’s” and benefits to 
carriers offering their clients a value-added program with demonstrated 
success in addressing schools core mandates of safety, attendance and 
achievement, and by empowering student bystanders to interrupt, de-
escalate, defuse and prevent behavioral incidents.  We will highlight a 
case study of the partnership between the Safe School Ambassadors 
program (SSA) and the North Bay Schools Insurance Authority for the 
past 3 years.

Presented By:
William Grace Frost, Director of Strategic Relations, Community Matters

Thursday, February 25, 2016
9:00 am - 10:00 am
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Title: E1 Bridging the Gap:  Public Perception
Focus: Risk Management
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
In the wake of Ferguson and other police shootings, the press and the 
public have developed polarized expectations for law enforcement. This 
is a panel discussion pertaining to the “gap” in the public perception of 
the role of law enforcement, focused primarily on 1983 excessive force 
cases.  Commonly held beliefs, resentments and misperceptions about 
law enforcement may be amplified in the courtroom. What can public 
entities do to proactively educate their constituencies to prevent 
needless conflict with police, and how can public entities minimize the 
impact of this public information “gap”  in the jury room.

Presented By:
Catherine Mathers, Trial Attorney, Collins, Collins, Muir & Stewart, LLP
David Cannon, Trial Innovations

Title: E2 Choose Your Work Comp Adventure
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: Beginner
CE Credit

Session Summary:
This will be a fun, high-energy session where participants are guided 
through the story of Sgt. Pepper, his workers’ compensation claim, and 
his application for industrial disability retirement. At key junctures in 
the story, attendees will be asked to choose the path Sgt. Pepper or his 
employer should take, thereby dictating the course of the claim from 
inception to IDR.  Multiple options will be discussed for each juncture 
following the first run-through, giving attendees the opportunity to 
learn and analyze the CA workers’ compensation system. By the end of 
this session, participants will be able to spot major turning points in a 
CA workers’ compensation case and make informed decisions about a 
variety of key issues including the decision to accept/deny or delay a 
decision on liability, basic discovery, medical treatment, and settlement 
options

Presented By:
Brenna Hampton, Managing Partner,  Hanna Brophy LLP
Roberto Gonzalez, Attorney, Hanna Brophy, LLP

Title: E3 Ways to Settle Injury Claims Early
Focus: Liability
Level: Advanced
CE/MCLE Credit

Session Summary:
This session will include: 1) A brief review of structure components 
and their benefits. 2) The importance of gathering and using as much 
information as you can on the plaintiff before selecting strategy.  3) 
Using your consultant to get rated ages and use other techniques for 
valuing the claim 4) How to apply structures to each individual claim and 
using them to understand the actual cost to fund income replacement, 
lost wage, future medical needs, life care plan and other components 
used as a basis for plaintiff’s (usually inflated) demands. 5) Preparing 
for mediations and settlement conferences using the “TEAM” approach 
(attorney, claims handler, risk manager, settlement consultant and 
eventually mediator) to create rational of offers and strategies to combat 
irrational demands and plaintiff motives.  6) Using the same TEAM ensure 
fluidity in post settlement agreement events leading to fully executed 
documents. 

Presented By:
Noah Schwartz, Settlement Account Specialist, Ringler Associates
Carl Fessenden, Shareholder, Porter Scott
Doug Taylor, CSAC-EIA

Title: E4 Safety Certificate Program-Office Ergonomics (Pt2)
Focus: Safety
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
Two Part Session.  The introduction is a highly interactive ergonomic 
workshop where you will learn practical office ergonomics and how 
they apply to your life and your workstation.  You will learn the why’s 
and how’s of how to set up any workstation in the world for your body!  
The closing provides instruction on how to conduct ergo evals for others 
and how to lead employees to realizations about their causes of pain and 
discomfort along with practical solutions.  As a qualified FIT Ergonomic 
Evaluator you will be able to assess workstations, detect non-optimal 
causative factors, and recommend and implement ergonomic solutions.  
The answer to repetitive stress related pain and discomfort is not always 
expensive new furniture.  You will learn how to help employees in pain 
and know how to do it with minimal expense.  Session is for Public Entity 
members only.  Vendors are prohibited.

Presented By:
Dennis Downing, President/Founder, Future Industrial 
Technologies

Title: E5 Staying Ahead of the Pain: Preventative Strategies 
in Police Health & Wellness
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: 

Session Summary:
Central Marin Police Authority Chief Todd Cusimano will present details of 
his successful rollout of Load-Bearing Duty Vests for his officers, resulting 
in 100% reduction in neck, back and hip injury claims for those wearing 
the vests. The second half of the session will focus on fitness education, 
testing and training programs that can offset future injuries, and also 
positively affect officer culture. By the end of this session, participants 
will be able to evaluate the benefits of transitioning police officers to 
Load-Bearing Duty Vests, including tips on managing community and 
local government relations. 

Presented By:
Todd Cusimano, , Central Marin Policy Authority 

Title: E6 OCIP Revolution
Focus: Insurance
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
The session will focus on the numerous benefits of using an Owner 
Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP) compared to the traditional 
approach of relying on the insurance provided by the general contractors 
and sub-contractors.  These days, most projects of a certain size will be 
handled through some form of a “controlled” program (either Owner 
Controlled or Contractor Controlled).  These programs provide the 
general liability, excess liability and workers’ compensation coverage 
for all the contractors working on the project.  Owners can derive great 
benefit by controlling the insurance purchase, coverage, loss control and 
claims.  Handouts will include a sample program structures, a pro-forma 
business model and a responsibility chart showing who does what in 
most OCIP Programs.  Powerpoint slides will be used to visually enhance 
the concepts being presented. 

Presented By:
Kevin Bibler, , Alliant Insurance Services, Inc.
Karen Bianchini, Claims and Insurance Manager, State of California/
Office Of Risk and Insurance Management
Jim Castle, Alliant Insurance Services
David Barragan, Barragan Corp International

Thursday, February 25, 2016
10:30 am - Noon
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Title: F1 Laying a Foundation for a WC Drug Formulary
Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
By the end of this session, participants will understand what workers’ 
compensation drug formularies are, see how drug formularies can 
change prescribing habits and reduce inappropriate drug regimens and 
system costs, distinguish between the different types of formularies 
(evidence-based versus customized list; inclusive versus exclusive) and 
understand the pros and cons of each, recognize the legislative and 
statutory processes needed to sustain a successful drug formulary, 
identify important metrics to help measure success and provide input 
for refinement, Identify important metrics to help measure success and 
provide input for refinement.

Presented By:
Mark Pew, Senior Vice President, PRIUM

Title: F2 Body Worn Cameras: Everything You Need to Know
Focus: Safety
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
The course will cover Public Records Act Requests, Retention issues and 
exemptions to recording. It will cover case law, recent decisions by public 
entities and discuss the challenges and benefits of BWC’s in mitigating 
risk. By the end of this session, participants will have an up-to-date and 
thorough understanding of the latest issues impacting the use of Body 
Worn Cameras and the legal complications surrounding the use of BWC’s. 
They will know how to answer the question: are there exemptions to 
recording?

Presented By:
Eugene Ramirez, Attorney, Manning & Kass, Ellrod, Ramirez,Trester 
LLP

Title: F3 The Risk Manager as Collaborator:  Building 
Productive Relationships Within Your Agency (Pt1)

Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
You know the best approach to shielding your agency from risk.  You 
have the data, the expertise and the solutions.  But will they listen?  Risk 
managers often find themselves in situations where getting the right 
thing done means working through the interests of others and finding 
common ground.  Being viewed as a collaborator can open others up 
to your perspective and ideas, even when their goals and interests run 
counter to sound risk management principles.

In this hands-on workshop, participants will:
· Discover a process and the tools for building collaborative 
relationships within your agency to better address risk management 
issues.
· Learn techniques for achieving positive risk management 
outcomes when you don’t have the authority to direct other departments’ 
actions and decisions.
· Practice using collaboration techniques and tools to address 
real agency risk scenarios.

Presented By:
Jim DeLizia, Consultant, Delizia Consulting Services

Title: F4 Challenging Damages in High Exposure Cases
Focus: Liability
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
This session would include case studies of various accident claims where 
permanent injury and future earning capacity are involved. Included 
would be excerpts from medical records, and discussion of choice of 
experts. Scenarios will be presented with life care/economic damage 
assessments from the defense and plaintiff with discussion of case 
value. This would include legal principles affecting outcome such as 
Howell/Corenbaum and Prop 51.  Tools and timing of settlement talks 
will be addressed. At the end of this session, participants will have the 
tools for evaluating different classification of injuries; when and how to 
select expert witnesses for future economic losses; how to evaluate; and 
practice pointers for resolution.

Presented By:
J. Stephanie Krmpotic, Attorney, Low, Ball & Lynch

Title: F5 Trendy Diets - Do They Really Work?
Focus: Safety
Level:  General Interest

Session Summary:
Weight loss is a market that drew in over 59.8 billion dollars in 2014. With 
all that investment we have to ask ourselves, is it really working? Or is it 
just another gimmick? Learn what the latest and greatest diets are and 
how they compare to what research is saying, up to date information 
about the products you're being marketed, and the truth behind the real 
solution to weight loss.

Presented By:
Dr. Kristen Acesta, Naturopathic Doctor, Vida Integrated Health

Title: F6 JPA or Insurance – What’s the Difference?
Focus: Insurance
Level: Intermediate
CE Credit

Session Summary:
Legally speaking, California risk pool JPAs have a unique status. The 
Insurance Code does not apply and the Government Code says they do 
not constitute insurance, but they look like insurance to their members 
and others, including the courts. The speakers would introduce and 
discuss the statutes and court cases that apply. At the end of this session, 
participants will be able to better assess the differences between 
insurance, self-insurance and group self-insurance with regard to 
statutory requirements, the effect of financial insolvency, and exposure 
to “bad faith” liability and to requirements for providing independent 
counsel when there are conflicts. 

Presented By:
George Murphy, Attorney, Murphy, Campbell, Guthrie & Alliston
Doug Alliston, Attorney, Murphy, Campbell, Guthrie & Alliston

Thursday, February 25, 2016
1:30 pm - 3:00 pm
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Title: G1 Dispute or not to Dispute” Discussion of the 
Current State of CA Peace Officer 
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
This session will help participants understand common workers’ 
compensation peace officer presumptions, the effects of such 
presumptions on litigation and will help attendees evaluate and discuss 
with their TPA the pros and cons of trying a presumption case.  Attendees 
will have the opportunity to evaluate the chances success at  peace 
officer presumption trials and will come away with examples of real-life 
actual presumption decisions following full evidentiary presumption 
trials, a basis for making cost-benefit analyses about such trials, and a 
better understanding of which presumption cases should proceed to 
trial and which should be settled. At the end of this session, participants 
will   be better able to make decisions in public entities’ best interests 
when analyzing peace officer presumption cases following completion 
of this session.

Presented By:
David Parker, Attorney, Parker, Kern, Nard & Wenzel

Title: G2 How to Spread the Peanut Butter
Focus: Safety
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
Food service workers can have some of the most expensive claims. In 
addition, it is a population that gets little attention from risk management. 
We have been working with our food services departments to film them 
in action. We work one-on-one with them to show them how they can 
reduce their potential for injury. We then combine the slide show into 
a presentation for all food services in the school district. Everyone 
gets a chance to see how each one is working and they are asked to 
provide input into how these jobs could be performed safely.  It is very 
empowering for them to see themselves a part of the solution. By the 
end of this session, participants will know how to involve food service 
workers in solving their own safety issues, examine key causes of food 
service injuries, use professional  development opportunities to further 
enhance opportunities for each employee to empower themselves to 
perform.
Presented By:

Robin Fawkes, Senior Property and Liability Claims Manager
  Lourdes Goncalves, Loss Control Analyst
San Mateo County Schools Insurance Group (SMCSIG)

Title: G3 The Risk Manager as Collaborator:  Building 
Productive Relationships Within Your Agency (Pt2)- See F3 
for full description)
Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
You know the best approach to shielding your agency from risk.  You 
have the data, the expertise and the solutions.  But will they listen?  Risk 
managers often find themselves in situations where getting the right 
thing done means working through the interests of others and finding 
common ground.  Being viewed as a collaborator can open others up 
to your perspective and ideas, even when their goals and interests run 
counter to sound risk management principles. 

Presented By:
Jim DeLizia, Consultant, Delizia Consulting Services

Title: G4 Droning On – (Unmanned Aerial Systems)
Focus: Risk Management
Level: Advanced
CE Credit

Session Summary:
Unmanned Aerial Systems (aka: Drones) have been in the news, and 
continue to raise issues of liability. Many municipalities, special districts 
and schools own and operate drones for aerial surveillance and mapping, 
search and rescue, law enforcement, special events, academic instruction, 
research, and others. There is a need to provide special insurance to 
cover Aviation liability and hull for damage to, or loss of, the drone itself. 
It is important to understand Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
regulations, liability risks and insurance availability as respects drones. 
By the end of this session, participants will know where  drones can 
be found and their typical uses, the current state of FAA regulations 
regarding the operation of drones, what is required for a FAA Certificate 
of Authorization (COA), what risks public entities bear in owning and 
operating drones and what insurance is available to cover drone liability?

Presented By:
 Zachary Gifford, Associate Director, Systemwide Risk 
Management, CSU - California State University, Chancellors' Office

Title: G5 Social Media – How to Use it to Your Advantage in 
Litigation
Focus: Liability
Level: General Interest
CE Credit

Session Summary:
In this session, we will have a professional computer forensic company 
introduce the audience to a variety of social media platforms, show the 
audience the websites for such platforms and show how they work, and 
describe the process the company uses to obtain information from such 
platforms.  Then a civil defense attorney and a workers’ compensation 
defense attorney will discuss what information from such websites is 
helpful and how to best utilize such information in defending against 
the claim. By the end of this session, participants will be able to learn 
about and look at several different social media sites that Plaintiffs and/
or workers’ compensation applicants might use; learn what information 
you might be able to find on such sites that would assist you with the 
defense of your claim; and learn how to best use such information during 
the litigation process.

Presented By:
Randy McClendon, Attorney, Cuneo, Black, Ward & Missler
Garrett McGinn, , DigiStream Investigations
Carl Fessenden, Shareholder, Porter Scott

Title: G6 Things That Go Bump In The Night, on Streets, in 
Storm Drains and Other Dark & Scary Places
Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate
CE Credit

Session Summary:
This session starts with a discussion of the Tort Claims Act and how to 
navigate through the confusion that exists in responding to claims for 
dangerous conditions of public property, despite little case law on the 
subject. A defense attorney and claim manager will take you through the 
trials and tribulations of investigating and defending versus settling this 
often challenging and complicated cases. 

Presented By:
Greg Fox, Partner, Bertrand, Fox, Elliot, Osman & Wenzel Richard 
W. Osman, Partner, Bertrand, Fox, Elliot, Osman & Wenzel
 Rick Buys, Risky Business Pros

Thursday, February 25, 2016
3:45 pm - 5:00 pm
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Title: H1 A New Paradigm of Worksite Wellness by 
Embracing a Healthy Culture
Focus: Leadership
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
This presentation will discuss the evolution of worksite wellness programs 
and introduce a new paradigm. We will highlight features and advantages 
for the employer, the impact of worksite wellness on direct and indirect 
health care costs, and discuss the expected return on investment. Critical 
components and lessons learned of effective worksite wellness programs 
will be discussed. The process to best develop and expand worksite 
wellness programs to other stakeholders will be introduced. By the end 
of this session, participants will be able to improve their programs by 
understanding the evolution of worksite wellness, realize the advantages 
for the employer, impact worksite wellness direct and indirect health care 
costs and explain the Return on Investment.

Presented By:
Stacy Borchardt, Agency Relationship Manager, Humana
Felicia Gomez, Owner, Pinnacle Training Systems
Tom Kline, Bickmore Risk Servivces

Title: H2 Setting the Standard in the Cyber Maelstrom: The 
Cyber Challenge for Public Agencies
Focus: Risk Management
Level: General Interest

Session Summary:
The cyber security challenge to California state, county, and city-level 
agencies is large and multi-faceted: maintaining the security and privacy 
of the huge volume of identity information and personal data on citizens 
in the face of relentless cyber attacks; preserving the online availability 
and integrity of state services; responding to cyber incidents that can 
have serious effects on business in the state; and guiding and supporting 
citizens and businesses in securing networks, data, and critical 
infrastructure. This session will shed light on the cyber security risks 
presented to public agencies by sophisticated cyber attackers including 
organized crime, hacktivists, and state-sponsored and other threat 
actors. It will examine the cyber security roles and resources at all levels 
of government—federal, state, tribal, county, and city—and how they 
are designed to work together in protecting against cyber intrusions and 
responding to them when they occur. And it will project current trends in 
cyber security to identify future scenarios and their implications.

Presented By:
Thomas Fuhrman, Managing Director of Cyber Security, Marsh Risk 
Consulting

Title: H3 Understanding PTSD recovery in the WC System
Focus: Liability
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
A powerpoint presentation will be copied for attendees so they can follow 
the presentation. Case studies of successful and unsuccessful treatment 
will be reviewed.  The presentation usually includes a lively question and 
answer period if time allows. Humor, simplicity and clarity will abound in 
this presentation. By the end of this session, participants will be able to 
identify three levels of PTSD Severity that apply to their injured workers, 
understand the disruption of learning and memory in recovering workers, 
understand the criteria for Delayed Onset and Chronic PTSD, learn how 
early  authorization of treatment is vital to recovery and be able to select 
one of three action plans for your PTSD case.

Presented By:
David C. Hall, , David C. Hall, Ph.D

Title: H4 Wedge Extraction - The New Leadership Paradigm
Focus: Leadership
Level: Beginner

Session Summary:
Every leader in today’s public entity environment needs to be able 
to lead with skill and precision. Leadership consists of being able to 
develop a shared or common vision for a group, and motivating the 
group to achieve that objective. Managing the great human asset in 
any organization requires that today’s leaders have, and use, a well-
developed Human Interaction Toolbelt™ (HIT). These HIT™ skills will allow 
the leader to harness the talents, experience, and wisdom of those they 
lead. The most significant HIT™ tool is the Wedge Extractor™. Leaders who 
have and effectively use their Wedge Extractor™ find themselves counted 
among the very best in their organizations for managing the human 
asset. When leaders use their well-developed HIT™ skills to harness the 
talents of those around them they often achieve the objectives they 
desire in the most efficient manner possible. By the end of this session, 
participants will be able to understand how to identify, respond, manage, 
and resolve conflict among the human asset within their organization as 
well as understand how to better harness the human asset within their 
organization to achieve the desired results and outcomes.

Presented By:
Gerry Preciado, , Bickmore
Kevin Confetti, Director of Workers' Compensation, University of 
California, Office of the President, Risk Services

Title: H5 The 100% Nightmare; How to Effectively Manage 
the Permanent Total Disability Claim
Focus: Workers’ Comp
Level: Intermediate

Session Summary:
Legislative reforms have not eliminated the 100% claim from workers' 
compensation. The financial benefit to applicant’s attorney and his/her 
client are huge. This session explores how to identify and manage these 
critical cases, and what can be done to restore reasonableness to the 
outcome of the litigation.  Strategies to mitigate these cases including 
medical legal choices, investigation, the role of the Subsequent Injuries 
Fund, settlement analysis and vocational expert opinion will be explored 
by several hypothetical cases. Presenters will include defense counsel, 
vocational evaluator, employer and or claims administrator. By the end of 
this session, participants will be able to effectively manage a permanent 
total disability claim.

Presented By:
Jim Pettibone, Attorney, Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi, LLP 
Omar Behnawa, Attorney, Laughlin, Falbo, Levy & Moresi, LLP

Friday, February 26, 2016
9:00 am - 10:15 am
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